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TAX INCENTIVEAUDIOVISUAL INNAVARRA
www.navarrafilmindustry.com/en/come-to-navarra/incentive

Navarre's Income Tax Foral Law
· Up to 40% on the first million of the deduction base for certain audiovisual productions.
· 35% on the rest.
· 3 areas of coverage:

- Production or co-production companies that invest in Spanish productions (art. 65.1).
- Service companies that provide services to national or international production companies (art. 65.2).
- Companies that finance Spanish audiovisual productions (art. 65. bis).

All of them must have their tax domicile in Navarre.

NAVARREPRODUCTIONS
Find here all the productions from Navarre in development, production or distribution.

www.navarrafilmindustry.com/es/producciones



GENERAZINEMA
www.navarrafilmindustry.com/es/ven-a-navarra/ayudas

PROMOTION
Aid for the implementation of promotion
and dissemination actions.
Individualised evaluation system.

MODALITIES
· Specific promotion actions for films
selected for the Goya Awards.

· Participation in festivals, markets, fairs
and events.

Aid limit:
50% of the amount of the accepted
budget.

DEVELOPMENT
Support for the development of
feature films or series.

MODALITIES
· Creative fiction or documentary projects
· Animation projects

Aid limit:
60% of the accepted budget.

PRODUCTION
Aid for film production.

MODALITIES
· Fiction feature films, creative
documentary and animation

A.1) Budget > 500.000€
A.2) Budget ≤ 500.000€

· Short films
B.1) Fiction and creative documentary

projects
B.2) Animation projects

Aid limit:
50% of the amount of the accepted budget.



navarrafilmindustry@nicdo.es

GOVERMENTOF NAVARRA
Culture Department
www.culturanavarra.es
validación.incentivo.audiovisual@navarra.es
cine@navarra.es
+34 848 433 505 / +34 848 429 109

CLAVNA
Audiovisual cluster of Navarra
www.clavna.com
info@clavna.com

NAPAR
Association of ProductionCompanies
andAudiovisual Professionals inNavarra
www.napar.eu
info@napar.eu

NAVARRA FILM COMMISSION
Integrated into the public company NICDO
www.navarrafilmindustry.com/es/filmcommission
navarrafilmcommission@nicdo.es
+34 848 424 752

Navarra Film Industry (NFI) is the brand of the audiovisual
industry in Navarra. It encompasses the public and private
agents of the sector, united around the purpose of providing
service, promoting and growing opportunities and projects in the
audiovisual field.

In this common space converge the needs of promotion and
visibility of the projects that take place in Navarra, as well as the
services for professionals and companies that make up the
ecosystem of the community.

In this framework, Navarra Film Industry is presented as the
common brand of a united sector, capable of showing all its
potential inside and outside our community; to facilitate the
attraction of new projects, new companies and professionals,
who find in our territory the right structured, innovative and
dynamic ecosystem to develop.

Finally, Navarra Film Industry aims to contribute to the maximum
development of the Audiovisual Industry in Navarra, as one of the
goals set for this sector in the regional economic transformation
agenda S4 of the Government of Navarra.
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